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fr reaiew by D. G. lVicholls

Each computer enthusiast has his or her

first or favourite language; and like

Melbournians and their favourite football

teams, it is the best against all comers. So

Logo enthusiasts will smile at Harvey's

comments on other computer languages;
"toy programming ianguages like BASIC &
PASCAL", or again, PASCAL has "cancer

of the semicolon"! He gently pokes fun at

FORTRAN. LISP and APL are the onlY

other computer ianguages that Harvey

speaks kindly of ; indeed, hn encourages

readers to explore APL.

Seriously, I-larvey explains the strengths

of Logo as against other comPuter

languages. Logo uses only procedl-rres

(MAKE PRINT READLIST) all with the

sarne simple syntax, cornpared with the

use of nnultiple statements (LET PRINT

INPUT REPEAT UNTIL) each with its own
different syntax rules. Logo has recursion
(which will do repeating-like actions but

much more) and lists, which are more

natural and rnore general than arrays.

Logo uses local and global variables. It is

extensible, which is the single most

inrportant feature of Logo that advances it

over nnost other languages.

tsut this book is primarily about

computer science. As such, it deserves a

wider audience than just Logo people. It
uses (for good reasons) Logo to illustrate

those ideas.

U/F{AT NS TFTERE?

The book falls into three major parts; firstly,

a thorough teaching of Logo, the powerful
language for education. The computer
science concepts are discussed along with a
sparkling and friendly teaching of the

important primitives of Logo. Instructions,
procedures, inputs (variables or
arguments) , expressions, commands, and

operations; all the Logo technical language

is discussed. defined and illustrated. The
'evaluation model of Logo is very precisely

explained, and some of the simplified

explanations are discarded. The very

consistent way in which Logo goes about

doing the sequence of instructions is

clarified.

So, with
evaluation
variables;

the ideas of procedures and

straight, Harvey goes on to
local , free and global" The
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advanced concept of indirect assignment is

illustrated. He starts to explain the

difference between dynamic and lexical

scoped variables; then on to predicates,

and from there to recursion. All this done

with word, layout, quiz, simPle

mathematical, and cipher examples; no

drawings at all!

Recursion does cause Problems for

learners and teachers. Harvey has four

Chapter 5's to explain it. His combining

method (which is a new teaching technique

to me) , the little people model (e.g. 
,

Papert's classic technique) , tracing

(entering with . entering with a simpler

problem exiting with the sirnPler

problem solved . exiting with the final

solution) and the leap of faith model.

These four methods ate each a different

facet of recursion, but you must master at

least the leap of faith method if you are to

write your own recursion procedures. This

is quite the most systematic and extensive

account of recursion in the Logo literature.

I will not guarantee that you will be able to

do or explain all recursion after reading

Harvey, but there is nowh ere better to go

for help.

Turtle Geometry does get a chapter (it is

mid way through the book) . This is largely

familiar, though the computer science

ideas rather than the usual geometric or
mathematical emphasis is new. There are

nice examples on symmetry, fractals, and

there is a neat extension of the procedure

TREE. But the chapter is brief , and Harvey
argues that it can be left out if you are

pressed for time. Logo without the turtle! Is

that Logo? Of course it is. The Point
establishes just how much new material is

available in his book.



The next section includes two important
chapters on the techniques of planning and
debugging. He uses photographs of two
American university campuses to very
graphically explain the style and results of
top down and bottom up planning. These
chapters are'meta-programming issues';
they are ideas fundamental to computer
science that can be read with value by all.
Harvey emphasizes that PASCAL with its

structured top down planning style is a very
powerful and desirable technique, but it is
not the only method of planning. It is not
for everyone, and it will not always be
successful (e .g. , artifical intelligence
programing) . Used correctly, top down ,

bottom up and exploration are all
necessary. A teacher and language that
allows a mix and encourages good style is

the winning combination.

The last major section, which consists of
six chapters, is advanced Logo. It is mostly
more computer science concepts illustrated
using the'advanced Logo primitives. The
pace is much faster. It deals with iteration,
control structures ("A list is a data structure.
A procedure is a control structur e."), and
extensibility (the ability to define new
procedures) . Harvey discusses multi-
processing (demons) , nonlocal exits (catch

and throw) , data structures are introduced,
and the advanced primitives for property
lists and data files are included.

In all, it is a substantial book of 300
pages, with a useful index of procedures
and ideas.

STYI.E
There are several aspects to style, and it is
mentioned in lots of places in the book.
Not only is Harvey concerned with the
aspects of computer science that are
important to an intermediate Logo
programmer, his book is full of comments
on good programming style. The use of
meaningful variable names; Harvey will not
help students who use ((x" as a variable
name! Short procedures are good style.

Harvey illustrates how short, short should
be, using alternative forms of the same
procedure. He shows when it is good style

to have an initialization procedure with the

technique of adding a number to the name
of procedure, for example FACT and
FACT1.

TOFACT :NUM
OUTPUT FACT1 :NUN4 1

END

TO FACT1 :NUM :PRODUCT
IF :NUM - OIOUTPUT
:PRODUCTI
OUTPUT FACT1 (:NUM-1)
(:NUM.:PRODUCT)
END

He has lots of interesting comments on
planning and debugging.

The book has simple line drawings;
some free hand, and some by the turtle. I
have mentioned the photographs of two
university campuses to illustrate the styles
and the results of planning. The book is

peppered with mental pictures. It is full of
colourful analogies and metaphors. One
example; Harvey uses the idea of elves
with pockets in their jerkins fiackets) . Good
manners dictate that yoll do not ncrmally
go looking in other people's pockets; still
less do you change the contents of their
pockets. This of course translates to the
good programming style of only using the
value of other procedures if they are closely
related. You do not change the value of
another procedure's variables! I do not do
justice to Harvey's style of giving several
analogies for the same point.

Thg book is full of informal comparisons,
but it also rigorously finds abstract patterns.

The similarity betw een procedures is used

to explain recursion. Patterns in the
structure of procedures are used as

templates as Harvey builds, step by step,

increasingly abstract ideas and generalized
tools.

TO procedure :INPUT
IF EMPTY :INPUTIOP :INPUT]
OP combiner (something FIRST
,tN NPUT)
END

The combiner might be WORD SE

FPUT. There are many others.

The tone of the text is conversational. It
is to be read alongside activity on the
computer. It is easy to imagine you have
Harvey next to you, explaining, or just

waiting (behind his newspaper) - till you
have tried enough examples to be

convinced.
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There are no exercises at the end of a

chapter. That would make a personal

conversation into a text book or a school
chore " That is not Harvey's style. There
are , however, lots of questions
throughout" Mostly it wiil be immediately
clear if yot-r got the right answer, but there
are plenty of open-ended questions which
need another book to answer"

The mixture of logic, clarity, informality
and fantasy is engaging. Above all, it is

friendly.

Having given an cverview of the book's
contents, I want to give just one
development of a computer science idea
from it to portray its quality. I hope it may
prove of interest to non-Logo readers.

ITERATTOhg AND EXTENSION
We are all familiar with REPEAT; the idea
of doing sornething over and over again is

tee hnicaiiy called iteration " Logoites know
we can us€ recursion to exactiy, or mor€
interestingly nearly, nepeat a task. Other
computer languages have a FOR or some
other iteration staternent. BASIC and
PASCAL use FOR NEXT Loops to get into
arrays; a non-natural method, for you
have to introduce the counter variable (s) .

Wlth great care, Harvey shows how to
write a flexible Logo FOR procedure. His
FOR steps either up or down from any start

and end points automatically. The step slze

is assumed to be one uniess otherwise
specified " From this numeric iteration he

demonstrates different kinCs of iteration;
iteration on a list, iteration commands,
iterative operations, and on to mapping.
But that is not the end, for he goes on to
develop the mapping procedure for list

reduction (accumulation) as a filter and
then to mapping over a tree. And as if that
were not enough, he continues on to add
mapping with multiple inputs, and so to
multiple inputs to the mapping tools
(reducers, filters .) just developed.

Said like this it rnay not mean much, but
the results are quite simple to use.

Numeric iteration. Print the value of
"COUNT from L to 9 steps of two.



H|$t#ffil||lttHffi||||||l|||||||||||||l|ill|||||||ll||l||||||||||
?FOR [COUNT r e 2] [PRTNT
:COUNT]
1

3
5
7
9
?

Iteration over a list. The ? is replaced with
each member of the list in turn.

?FOREACH [THIS IS A[VERY
SILLYJTEST] IPRINT ?]

THIS
IS
A
VERY SILLY
TEST
?

Iteration of a command over a list

?FOREACH tr 2 3 4l [PRTNT ?.?l
I
4
9
16
?

Mapping an operation (function) over a list

?PRINT MAP [?.?] tI 2 3 4l
14916
?

List reduction
?PRINT REDUCE "SUMI? 3 4l
9
?PRINT REDUCE "WORD IONE
LONG WORDI
ONELONGWORD
?

A filter extracts from a list selected items as

a list.

PRINT FTLTER IODDP ?] lr 2 3 4)
13
?

I have not completed the series listed
above, but I hope I have shown enough .to
show how Harvey illustrates the variations
of iteration. Each of these progressively
higher levels of iteration is systematically
defined with the procedures written in
earlier stages. This chapter is heavy going,
but I did not feel lost. He uses the ideas of
templates described in the chapter on
procedures. And those actual procedure
templates are used to help write and
explain the higher level iteration
procedures.

The step by step development is built up
in the best mathematical style. It is all very
satisfying. Abelson Learning logo on the
Apple II started this chain of precedures
with REPEAT.UNTIL and a simple FOR.
But here Harvey has developed it in an

orginal way for Logo.

WHICH DIALECT IS HIS STYLE?
The book is written in the LCSI Logo
dialect. There are very precise instructions
for the minor differences that exist between
Apple, Atari, IBM, and Macintosh
implementations. The book will work for
the MIT Logos and for IBM Dr Logo (with

specified corrections) . I had a lot of fun
applying the procedures to Experlogo 1. 1

(the version is critical) , mostly without
difficulty but not always with success. BBC
Logo is not mentioned specifically, but
English Logos are lumped in with the
"Weird Logos". Harvey is cautious about
recommending his book ("it will not be

easy") with these. My own experience is

that, if you are familiar with your choice of
Logo and you can cope with the computer
science ideas Harvey is discussing, then the
differences between your Logo and his will
not be an obstacle. And Harvey's book has

too much of interest and importance to be

set aside just because of dialect differences.

WHAT IS MISSING?
My reading in Logo had introduced me to
the ideas of first class objects, and to
functions as opposed to procedures.
Messages and objects are part of the Logo
literature. Data structures and search

algorithms are of major importance in
computer science. With the exception of
data structures (treated in a short chapter
on Property lists) , these topics are not
discussed. We will have to wait, or go to
other texts. Harvey promises that this book
is the first one of three, ir the staged
apprenticeship intermediate.
experienced and advanced so many
answers will come in his second and third
books.

WHO IS THE BOOK FOR?
There are at least four types of reader. For
Logo enthusiasts, it is a must.

It is for students wanting a programming
course with a computer science foundation
for a semester at late secondary or the

of
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beginning of their post-secondary /tertiary
studies. And it is for teachers having to
present such courses; there is specific

advice for them.

It is for primary school teachers who
want to use Logo in their classrooms. Theg'

need to know how to explain Logo to the

best of their students who ask the curly anC

profound questions.

I hope computer science teachers of

other computer languages will pick up th:s

book to find a logical and dispassionate
explanation for the enthusiasm of Logo
fanatics. There are many computer science

concepts that are brilliantly taught.

The book is available from Technical
Magazine & Bookshop Compang'.
Swanston Street. $43 .95.

a reuiew by
John Oaklev and
Anne McDougqll

Publisher: Sensible Softw are, Inc.
Equipment needed: Apple IIc or App.e

IIe with 80-column text card. A version for

Apple II * is also available.
Price: US$ I49 .95

Our first test of this package was to rrl
running it without reading the wrine:
documentation, relying only on the men"ii
and the built-in "help" functions. It passec

this test well: we were able to work c i'
quickly the purpose of the package. ::"€

storage, retrieval and formatting rl

bibliographic information, and to see :

immediately to enter, format and retr:e'.{
ref.erences.

BOOKENTDS
HKTENT}ED

Itc Rcfcrcncc trnrgcneat Syrtcn



The publishers claim that BOOKENDS:
o prepares bibliographies in a range of

user defined formats;
o produces alphabetical lists by authors

or keywords;
o has an easy-to-use editor;
o can page forward and backward

through selected ref.erences ;

o allows up to six bibliographic formats
to be intermixed at the same time.

We found these claims all to be
completely substantiated .

Furthermore, the written documentation
is well set out and seems quite complete.
The program allows storage of author, title,
journal, voluffi€, page number, date,
publisher, place of publication, keywords
and abstract in fields, each of which can be
up to 7 60 characters in length. Simple and
complex searches can be carried out on all
fields. The output can be printed in various
formats specified by the user. The formats
to be used are themselves saved as files.
An estimated 160 to 330 references can be
stored in each file, and files can be
chained. If required, a selection of the
ref erences can be saved as a text file for use
with a word processor or spelling checker.
An existing word processed file of
references with an appropriate structure
can, with small modifications, be converted
to a BOOKENDS file.

This package would be extremely useful
in developing and maintaining a

bibliographic data base. Ideal computing
environments for researchers might well
contain tools such as this co-existing with
word processors. Meanwhile, for Apple IIe
users this package is highly recommended.
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Logo Class Records

Molly Watt and Daniel Watt;
Addison-\Uesley, 1986

a reuiew by
Bruce Horton,

Mitchell, c.A.E.

This is yet another book about Logo, but
one with some important differences.
Written for teachers and parents by two self

confessed Logo enthusiasts, this book is

one of the few which successfully combines
a theoretical framework, including an

explanation of the philosophy of Logo
(giving due acknowledgement to Seymour
Papert) , with a readable and practical
account of ways to create a suitable Logo
teaching/learning environment. The
authors draw upon their personal
experiences of learning as young children,

of learning Logo as adults, and upon their
extensive background in teaching Logo to
adults and children of all ages.

The book sets up the scenario of the
authors working with one particular sixth
grade child within a Logo community of
four other children. The learning starts
from the first introduction to Logo, through
the use of procedures, variables, top-
down, bottom-up and middle-out
programming approaches, debugging,
recursion , state transparent programs,
procedure trees, coordinates, and simple
list processing.

The children are generally shown as

working individually but gradually, as the
Logo environment builds up, the children
cooperate more and start to learn from
each other. Later they combine as a group
to plan a collaborative project to produce a
quilt. The final individual project for each
child is quite a major Logo programming
task.



In the introduction there is a short
description of the twenty powerful ideas

the authors have identified as being the
essence of Logo. Some of these ideas ar€:
playing turtle; the Total Turtle Trip
Theorem; exploration and discovery;
problem solving; debugging; extensibility;
recursion. These ideas are elaborated upon
throughout the rest of the book.

Some of the sound practical teaching
hints throughout the book include the idea
of each child keeping a journal in which
they record the procedures they used, and
print-outs of the results of those
procedures. As well there is a section of the
journal headed "Student Notes", where
the children are encouraged to write about
their learning experiences. Another good
idea is the "Class Meeting", in which the
teacher takes the opportunity to introduce
a n€w idea, or to have the children share

their work and reflect on their iearning.
Such writing and talking experiences are in
accordance with the latest ideas on learning
through using language.

Each chapter of the book has the authors
working with the children, recotrding the
events as participating observers, quoting
the children, cori?rnenting on the processes

being exhibiteci by the learners and
reproducing sections of the students'
journal.

While there are many teaching hints in
every chapter, there is one complete
chapter entitled "The Teacher's Role", in

which the \,Vatts elaborate on the various
noles the teacirer should play as the
children go through the learning process.

Examples of these roles are: observer,
documenter, coilaborator, appreciator,
model learner and question poser.

Overall, the book is a welcon-re aCdition
to the literature on teaching and learning
Logo; one which would nc,t only be a

valuable practical resource for all teachers
interested in implernenting Logo with their
class, but which places that practica.l advice
within a sound theoretical frarnework.
F{ighly recomrnended.
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